
 

In tech Verily, founded out of Google X and part
of Alphabet, looks set to push on in the
personalised (ie individual) data-driven healthcare
product space, and Pfizer has acquired the very
interesting ResApp, which focuses on respiratory
disease diagnosis.

Worth reading generally, we direct you particularly
to the Swiss Re report on deglobalisation, and to
the World Travel and Tourism Council’s report
on global travel market rankings.

Wishing you all well, and we hope to see some of
you on the conference circuit. All feedback most
welcome.

Best wishes,
James McGrigor
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However, it was good to see the new cashless
IPMI claims app launched by Expatriate health
with Mastercard, and the successful fund raise by
online health insurer, Peachy.

Most of the action seems to have been in the
services space. BUPA has renewed with Babylon
and surveys continue to support the use of digital
health, at least for routine situations in both
physical and mental health. The global
consolidation in EAP continues with Telus’
completed acquisition of LifeWorks, as another
survey raises the question of how much do
employees know of the mental health benefits on
offer to them.

In the provider space, we see big moves too, by
the pharmacists who are definitely taking a much
bigger role. We have CVS completing the massive
US Signify home health care deal, and moves by
Walmart/ United Healthcare in the US and by
Amazon in Japan.
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Everything you need to know from September, 2022
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Sheldon Kenton, Group Chief Executive Officer, Global
Benefits Group discusses the future development of
GBG, recent acquisitions, and the role of Further Global
in the brand. He explains how Further Global is willing to
provide capital for an acquisition or other opportunity
that supports GBG’s strategy. GBG’s partnership with
AXA is explained, in particular its collaboration in
Mexico. “Through our partnership with AXA Mexico, we
launched two co-branded IPMI health products called
Globalmex.  GBG reinsures and fully administers and
services these products that are distributed across
Mexico.  We have reached an accelerated sales pace
with Mexico becoming the fastest growing country for
GBG in the region. Since its launch in November 2018,
Globalmex is one of the leading IPMI products within
the country.” And he proffers his view of the IPMI market:
“Although large, the iPMI market remains a complex,
highly specialised niche that needs 100% focus from
those that participate in it, and I think we have seen that
recently with some high-profile market exits.”

Sheldon Kenton, Group Chief
Executive Officer, Global
Benefits Group interview

Welcome to the headlines from September.  In global PMI, IPMI and travel, its
coming up to conference season time, so news seems quite light.
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Around 40 per cent of people believe that health

insurance is the most important type of insurance

coverage to have, according to a new study from Zelros.

The study surveyed 1,000 people across the US, Canada,

the UK and Europe. Despite the majority of people

believing that health insurance is the most important,

that same survey revealed that 33 per cent of people do

not have active health insurance policies.

Read in ITIJ Magazine

Read in Health & Protection

Leading providers of expat insurance products,
Expatriate Group, announces plans to launch Expat-Pay,
a new cashless offering that enables the payment of
medical treatment worldwide.

Read on Digital Journal

Read in ITIJ

Axa Global Healthcare has hired two ex-Aetna senior

members as part of a restructure of its distribution

leadership team. Martyn Swann and Matthew

Crudgington have joined Axa Global Healthcare from

Aetna as it exits the global international private medical

insurance (IPMI) market. 

Allianz Partners, a subsidiary of the Allianz Group, has

announced the appointment of Tomas Kunzmann as its

new CEO, replacing Sirma Boshnakova. Kunzmann has

held various positions since joining the Allianz Group in

2009, including Head of Health Underwriting at Allianz

Private Krankenversicherung (APKV), and Sales Manager

for Allianz’s German operations – where he subsequently

took responsibility for the Regional Branch Offices in

Ingolstadt and Kempten. In her new role as the recently

appointed Allianz SE Board Member, Sirma Boshnakova

will oversee Allianz Partners, Allianz Direct, and Allianz

Benelux, France, Italy, and Turkey.

New CEO For Allianz Partners 

Axa Global Restructures
Distribution Leadership With
Pair Of Aetna Hires 
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Study Reveals Health
Insurance ‘Most Important’ To
Have

Expatriate Group Launches
Cashless IPMI Claims Service
With Mastercard 
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The new offering is a unique product  
               that will revolutionize health

insurance for expats, enabling
     the payment of a customer’s 
         medical treatment using a 
            mobile app, irrespective 
             of the hospital across 
              the globe. Launching 
               Expat-Pay makes 
               Expatriate Group the 
               provider of the largest 
            cash-less access to 
          medical care in the world.
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Staysure Group, parent company of brands such as

Avanti Travel Insurance, ROCK and Staysure, has acquired

full ownership of travel insurance price comparison site

Payingtoomuch (PTM). Staysure Group became a

majority shareholder in 2019, following its acquisition of

a controlling stake in Eclipse Financial Holdings Limited,

the previous majority shareholder. Its purchase of all

remaining shares in the firm solidifies its control over the

comparison site. It follows the decision of PTM founder

and Managing Director Mike Ward to step down. Ward

finalised his transaction with Staysure for the sale of his

shares on 15 September. Read in ITIJ

Read in Insurance Business Magazine

Insurtech company Peachy has raised $1.6m in seed

funding from a list of former health executives to pursue

the roll-out of its app-based health insurance platform.

The app, which has been accepted into the FCA

‘Sandbox’ programme, enables customers to buy and

manage health insurance on a monthly basis with no

annual commitment. Customers can also check their

cover and book virtual consultations directly with

providers, as well as make claims, from within the app.

The startup, which has been under development for

three years, is the brainchild of former NHS surgeon and

senior Bupa executive Amit Patel.

Read in Laing Buisson News
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INTERNATIONAL
HEALTH
INSURERS

AIA Acquires Philippines-
Based Health Insurer
Medicard
AIA Group has agreed to fully

acquire MediCard Philippines, a

health maintenance organisation

that provides 

health insurance 

and healthcare 

services to more 

than 920,000 

members across 

corporate and 

individual plans.

Staysure Group Completes Full
Takeover Of Payingtoomuch
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Health Insurtech Raises
$1.6m In Seed Funding Round
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Read in REUTERS

Read in Healthcare & Protection

Read in COVER MAGAZINE

Read in The Verge

Read in Mobile Health News

Walmart and healthcare giant UnitedHealth Group are

planning to team up to provide preventive care for

people aged 65 and up, and virtual healthcare services

for all age groups. The 10-year partnership represents

Walmart's latest push into healthcare and could help the

retail giant better compete with CVS Health and

Walgreens Boots Alliance.

Amazon is considering partnering

with pharmacies in Japan to deliver

medications starting in 2023,

according to a report from Nikkei.

The plan is for Amazon to build a

platform where patients can get

information about the drugs they’ve

been prescribed and also sign up to

get those drugs delivered, Nikkei

reported, based on interviews with

unnamed sources involved with the

project. Amazon would not operate

pharmacies itself — just provide the

online system.
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Google Adds Medicaid, Medicare
Enrollment Info To Search
Google announced several health equity-focused
updates to its products, including an addition to Search
that provides information about public insurance
programs like Medicare and Medicaid. The tech giant
also announced a partnership between YouTube and
the Kaiser Family Foundation that aims to help
organizations create high-quality informational content
on topics like mental health, maternal care and health
inequity.

Amazon’s Next Healthcare Venture
May Be In Japan

Canada’s Telus Corporation has completed the

previously disclosed C$2.3 billion (£1.51bn) acquisition of

digital wellbeing solutions provider LifeWorks.  The deal

means the digital-first health and wellness services and

solutions provider now supports corporate clients across

more than 160 countries covering more than 50 million

lives worldwide.

HEALTH SERVICE
COMPANIES

Walmart, Unitedhealth To
Offer Preventive Healthcare
Program For Seniors

Telus Completes C$2.3bn
Lifeworks Acquisition

Digital health platform Babylon and

Bupa have agreed to extend its

partnership for an additional three

years. The partnership which was

formed in 2015 gives Bupa customers

access to the Babylon health app. The

app provides symptom checkers, 24/7

virtual consultations, access to a

clinicians and health monitoring

services.

Babylon And Bupa Extend
Partnership For Three More
Years
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Read in Mobile Health News
Read in Healthcare & Protection

More than eight in 10 employees in the US and UK are

unaware of stress management programmes run by their

employer. This is according to findings from Alight and

Business Group on Health’s research series, 2022 Alight

International Workforce and Wellbeing Mindset Study

which surveyed more than 10,000 employees across the

US, UK, Germany, France and the Netherlands.
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Survey: Consumers Prefer
Telehealth Over In-Person Visits
For Routine, Mental Healthcare
A J.D. Power study indicates telehealth is the preferred

method among consumers for receiving certain types of

medical care. The J.D. Power 2022 U.S. Telehealth

Satisfaction Study released today shows a stark increase

in consumers preferring telehealth visits over in-person

appointments for a broad range of routine care. The

study finds that 67% of survey respondents relayed they

have accessed video telehealth services during the past

year. Before the pandemic in 2019, that number was

37%.

HEALTH SERVICE
COMPANIES

More Than Eight In 10
Employees In The UK And US
Unaware Of Employer-
Sponsored Stress Management
Programmes
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Read in Techcrunch

Read in Mobile Health News

Read in REUTERS
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Alphabet’s Verily Raises $1
Billion As Tech Giants Enter
Red Hot Healthcare Sector
Verily, the life sciences business under Alphabet, has raised $1 billion,
capital that will be used to expand its data-driven healthcare products
tailored to individuals. Verily is particularly interested in “precision
health,” a term meant to describe combining research, clinical and
non-clinical data and computing power to provide healthcare
customized to a person’s specific needs. In other words, Verily — which
was born out of Google X in 2015 — aims to use technology to provide
medical care for individuals instead of everyone. Verily said the funds
may also be used to invest in strategic partnerships, global business
development and potential acquisitions. The company has already
landed a several partnerships and completed at least one acquisition.
In 2021, the company bought research software developer SignalPath
to expand its clinical trial system. It also has partnered with Lumea,
L’Oreal, the Mayo Clinic and Microsoft.

CVS Health Corp agreed to buy home healthcare services

company Signify Health for about $8 billion in cash, a move

that will enable one of the largest U.S. healthcare companies

to provide further care management to patients in their

homes. Healthcare companies like CVS have been expanding

beyond managing health and pharmacy benefits with

acquisitions of doctors groups and surgical centers in recent

years.

How Providers Should Rethink
Their Digital Front Door
Strategies

CVS To Buy Signify Health
In $8 Bln Deal

During a discussion hosted by Frost
& Sullivan, panelists examined how
healthcare organizations should
use digital tools to ensure care is
easy to access. The COVID-19
pandemic changed the way many
patients access the healthcare
system. It's impossible to put the
genie back in the bottle, but
providers still need to innovate on
their digital front door strategies,
said panelists during a discussion
hosted by market research firm
Frost & Sullivan.

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT
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Morgan Health Invests $20M
In Home Diagnostics Company
LetsGetChecked
LetsGetChecked, which closed a $150 million Series D funding round
in 2021, made multiple acquisitions this year. Morgan Health,
JPMorgan Chase's healthcare business unit, announced a $20 million
strategic investment in home diagnostics startup LetsGetChecked.
The investment was made as part of a Series D-2 round led by Casdin
Capital and Transformation Capital. LetsGetChecked closed a $150
million Series D round last year, building on raises in 2018, 2019 and
2020. 

Upfront Raises $10.5M In Series
C Funding

HEALTH TECH 

Pfizer Completes Resapp
Purchase For Over $115 Million

Biopharmaceutical giant Pfizer

has finalised its acquisition of

ASX-listed digital health startup

ResApp for A$179 million ($116

million), according to the

University of Queensland.

Brisbane-based ResApp has

developed a mobile app that

analyses cough sounds and

diagnoses respiratory diseases,

including asthma, pneumonia,

bronchiolitis, croup and chronic

obstructive pulmonary disease.

The company also recently

demonstrated the capability of

its app to diagnose COVID-19.

Approved for use in Australia

and Europe, ResAppDx can be

integrated with telehealth

platforms, emergency

departments, and primary care

settings.

Upfront, a Chicago, IL-based provider of a patient

engagement and access platform, raised $10.5M in

Series C funding. The round was led by Baird Capital,

Echo Health Ventures and First Trust Capital Partners,

with participation from LRVHealth, Hyde Park Venture

Partners, and Nashville Capital Network. The company

intends to use the funds to expand operations and its

business reach.
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The latest Bupa Wellbeing Index demonstrates that

employees are seeking security through benefits such as

health insurance and pensions

Research found that health insurance ranked in the top

three most sought-after benefits for a third (39 per cent)

of employees. This was behind only flexible working (53

per cent) and a company pension scheme (46 per cent).

The other core prioritised benefits were discounts (36 per

cent) and free lunches (25 per cent), showing that as

belts tighten with the cost-of-living crisis, people are

relying on employers to support them when navigating

economic uncertainty.
Read in ITIJ

Read in ITIJ

Read in ITIJ
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Health Insurance Among Most
Valued Benefits For Employees

The latest World Travel and

tourism Council’s (WTTC)

Economic Trends Report

reveals the US remains the

world’s biggest and most

powerful travel and tourism

market. Its top ranking was

reaffirmed, despite suffering

long and damaging travel

restrictions which did little to

halt the spread of Covid-19

and only resulted in serious

economic losses. However,

while its number-one position

was retained, the US travel

and tourism sector’s

contribution to the nation’s

economy fell by US$700

billion in 2019, to just under

US$1.3 trillion last year.

GENERAL
ARTICLES

Global Changes Reshaping Risk
Landscape – Report
The COVID-19 pandemic and the Ukraine conflict have

exacerbated deglobalisation, creating concerns about

supply chain resilience, energy and food security,

according to a new report from Swiss Re Institute.

“Friend-shoring” of supply chains to allied countries and

reshoring production capacity domestically, investments

in green energy and mitigating a food crisis will reshape

the risk landscape and likely spur increased investment

into the real economy, the study found.

Dissatisfaction And Distrust In Insurance
Industry A Major Concern
Insurtech wefox has published its Global Safety Report, showing widespread

dissatisfaction and a lack of trust in the global insurance industry, in an era when a

positive customer experience is essential. The good news for insurers is that despite

this sentiment and in the face of insurance rates and the rising cost of living, only 13

per cent of respondents would cut back on insurance, even if they were struggling to

make ends meet, demonstrating the industry’s resilience.Julian Teicke, CEO and

Founder at wefox, said: “Our first Global Safety Report has shown exactly what we at

wefox have known for a long time – the customer experience sucks – because the

sector is not keeping up with the needs of today’s consumer.”
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